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Dr Monique Ryan backs Federal Court
challenge to enable COVID patients to vote

Independent Candidate for Kooyong, Dr Monique Ryan, is tonight backing
an action in the Federal Court seeking to ensure that Australians who are
COVID-19 positive are able to vote in the federal election. 

Over 200,000 Australians tested positive for COVID between Saturday and
Tuesday. Dr Ryan fears that a great many will not be able to vote because
the Federal Government has not made phone voting available to them. 

Phone voting is only available to COVID patients who tested positive after
6pm on Tuesday. Australians who tested positive between Saturday and
Tuesday are only able to vote by postal vote, but postal vote applications
closed at 6pm on Wednesday, leaving many voters without an avenue to
cast ballots. 

“Today, at prepoll, a neighbour came to me in tears. Her husband has
COVID and has just realised that he won’t be able to vote on Saturday,”
said Dr Ryan. 

“I soon discovered that it wasn’t just him. I started hearing from dozens
of people in the same boat. Looking at the case numbers, I realised that
up to 200,000 people were affected by this situation; possibly as many as
1 per cent of Australian voters. It’s unacceptable. This could place some
electoral results open to challenge.”
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Minister of State Ben Morton has passed flawed regulations that mean a
significant number of Australians can’t vote in this election.”

“Up to 200,000 Australians are now in an absurd situation. If they tested
positive Covid at 6:01 pm on Tuesday they can vote by phone. If they
tested positive for Covid at 5:59 pm, they cannot vote by phone.”

Dr Ryan has tonight launched a fundraising campaign to raise money for
legal costs to challenge these regulations in the Federal Court. 

“I’m backing this case because every Australian has the right to vote.
There’s a very clear solution here. The right to vote by phone should be
extended to every Australian who is COVID positive.” 

Dr Ryan noted that many voters were unaware of the deadline to apply for
a postal vote. 

“Clearly many people were unaware that their only option to vote was a
very limited window to apply for a postal vote. Who can blame them,
when they’re in bed with a serious disease?”

“The Morrison Government has had two years to prepare for an election
where we knew people would be COVID positive. This is serious
ineptitude resulting in the disenfranchisement of up to one per cent of the
electorate. This could be enough to change the result in many seats.
Does the government really want the results in all those electorates to be
challenged after the election?

“The government should be ashamed of this ineptitude. It’s inexplicable
given that we’re still experiencing so much disruption and difficulty
related to COVID. 

"Our government has to ensure that all of us can vote — by phone, mail
or in person. Our vote is our voice, and our voices have never been more 
important than they are now,” Dr Ryan concluded.
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